Abstract—Deliverable and course project become the preferred mean to measure learner competency and attainment of intended learning outcomes in IT-fields. Proper setup and evaluation of teamwork projects remains a crucial challenge for e-learning systems. This study investigates the possibility to improve the early prediction of academic software engineering project failure by treating teamwork differently according to the distribution of teamwork participants. Two configurations of teamwork distribution are considered. In the first configuration, a teamwork may include international participants, but all team participants are affiliated to the same institution, namely local teamwork. In the second configuration, a teamwork may include participants from different institutions, namely global teamwork. Software engineering projects are approached from two distinct perspectives. First, obeying the best practices during the system development life cycle (SDLC), namely, process perspective. Second, characteristics of the final deliverable deployed at each milestone of the SDLC, namely, product perspective. A publicly released dataset collected by a designated e-learning environment is leveraged to validate the proposed approach. Results indicate a noticeable variance among local and global distributions. These results put evidence that the reasons behind software engineering teamwork project failure may vary depending on the distribution of the teamwork, local vs. global. Consequently, it advises to customize e-learning systems according to the teamwork distribution differently.
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1 Introduction

Software engineering project management is gaining more attention from different perspectives. Large-scale projects that involve teamwork are becoming the new trend for software development [1,2]. To shorten the development period and minimize testing & maintenance efforts, software developers prefer to collaborate in teamwork [3]. Students, practitioners, learners, and trainees start to rely on the new paradigm of software development [4-6]. The availability of massive open online courses (MOOCs) platforms eliminate geographical barriers, language differences, and cultural diversity among learners [7]. Wars and political conflicts are a motive for off-class

A software engineering project is the proper method for evaluating practical skills that match the top goals in Bloom's taxonomy [12]. Measuring learner's competency in projects remains a challenge due to many factors. Those factors include estimation of tacit knowledge transfer, quantifying on lab practices, dealing with distant learning issues, obeying to good practices, and evaluating teamwork dynamics [13-18]. Academic software engineering teamwork requires special care. Lack of experience, variance in knowledge levels, and acceptance of other personalities are extra challenges against academic teamwork [14,19]. Undergraduate students or even graduate students may make slight modifications to the project idea or substantial changes, ask to change their teamwork, drop the project, or fail to deliver the final product [20].

A key challenge against successful software engineering is the early prediction of project failure. Unclear project goals, poor teamwork communication, imprecise project requirements, and many other factors may contribute to project failure [21]. Despite there is a fair number of studies exploring project failure analysis and prediction from the industrial perspective [22, 23]. There is a limitation and shortage in studies that investigate the issue of academic software engineering project failure. This study investigates the possibility of enhancing the early prediction of academic software engineering project failure by considering teamwork distribution. Specifically, two distinct categories of teamwork are considered. First, teamwork participants who are affiliated to the same academic institution, namely local teamwork. Second, teamwork participants who are affiliated to different institutions, namely, global teamwork [5, 24].

In order to assert this study objective, a real-world, publicly released dataset is utilized [24]. Decision tree classifier was applied to three different distributions of the dataset. The first and the second distributions deal with local and global teamwork, respectively. The third distribution deals with both local and global teamwork in order to provide a ground truth. Results indicate a relatively noticeable variance in prediction rates. This observation emphasizes the need to treat educational software engineering teamwork differently according to the teamwork distribution. In this paper, there are four contributions that answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: Do academic educators need to consider teamwork distribution when modeling evaluation systems for software engineering projects?
- **RQ2**: How does teamwork distribution affect the early prediction of academic software engineering project failure?
- **RQ3**: How does teamwork distribution affect the dynamics of software engineering teamwork?
- **RQ4**: Does the shortage in real-world data affect prediction models of software engineering? Can techniques of instance re-sampling alleviate such effect?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 investigates the Background and related work. The methodology is elaborated in Section 3. Results are presented and discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Background

Recently, there has been an increasing attention towards knowledge discovery and management in education. Many researchers are concerned with mining education data and processes from different angles [25-28]. Finding new strategies to evaluate learner's knowledge instead of traditional exam-based strategies has been investigated widely [27,29,30]. Building automated tutoring systems that can deliver materials in an appropriate format that suits learner's level of knowledge and utilize computer and multimedia aided design [31,32]. Adaptive online assessment and examination systems have been proposed and widely used in real-world contexts to accommodate a wider range of competency levels [33]. Quite recently, engineering-based approaches were proposed to enhance the measurement of the learner's attention level by leveraging brain computer interface (BCI) [34-36].

Software engineering is a branch of computer science that includes the design, development, evaluation, and implementation of computer software [37,38]. System testing and maintenance remains a key activity in software engineering that is concerned with error reporting and correction [39-42]. Academic software engineering projects are increasingly gaining attention as a reliable method to assess competency levels among ICT students [4,14,19]. Qualitative and quantitative analysis based on questionnaires have been proposed and evaluated in various ways [43,44]. The principal motive was to explore the proper criteria to evaluate the project's final product. However, few research efforts made toward the assessment and evaluation of academic software engineering projects. In [19], the authors considered a student peer assessment scale in addition to the lecturer's overall scale to enhance the reliability of the evaluation. Quite recent studies shed light on the importance of incorporating maintained practices across the project development process in addition to the final product [14,44]. The principal purpose is to quantify to which extent do students obey to the good practices of software engineering.

Academic shift toward large-scale software engineering project development is affected by proper collaboration and coordination among project participants [2,4] Quite recent research efforts anticipated failure among open source software engineering projects due to poor teamwork collaboration [22]. Dhir et al. [20] investigated success and failure factors among academic software engineering projects, focusing on the agile approach of software development. In [21], authors found that poor establishment of requirements in addition to technical skills shortage are the critical risk factors behind software engineering project failure. Research efforts in [45] advise an automated approach for source code assessment leveraging long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network. They advocate the use of their proposed model in programming education. Particularly in software engineering to improve code debugging and error correction. Their proposed model focuses on product perspective, i.e., source code, restrictively. Further, there is no consideration or mention for teamwork assessment.

The aforementioned works tackled the issue of providing a comprehensive academic software engineering e-learning system from distinct perspectives. Petkovic et al. [24] study connected the dots to reshape the contemporary software engineering
project delivery, administration, monitoring, and evaluation activities. They designated a dedicated online environment for project development, namely SETAP. SETAP system considers characteristics of each deliverable handed at the end of each SDLC milestone, namely product characteristics. It keeps tracking all team activity measures (TAM) during SDLC, namely process characteristics. Lately, Petkovic et al. [5] utilized data collected by the SETAP system to generate predictive models that evaluate software projects developed by student teamwork in software engineering class. The key objective was to enhance the early prediction of software engineering project failure. Further elaboration of SETAP collected data is provided in section 3.1.

SETAP system allowed for some joint software engineering projects [24]. Consequently, there were two types of software engineering teams, i.e., Local and global. While the former refers to the teamwork whose participants are affiliated to the same academic institution, the latter refers to the teamwork whose participants are affiliated to different academic institutions. In this study, we compare prediction models for each group of teamwork. In [46], the authors investigate the possibility of explaining random forest results by feature reduction. They maintain an explainability method which was previously applied to biomedical data [47]. They used statistical measurements, i.e., average and standard deviation, of k-top features to stress differences among local and global teamwork distributions. This study investigates possibilities to improve the early prediction of software engineering projects by generating a distinct model for each teamwork distribution. Further, the issue of imbalanced data is considered.

3 Methodology

In order to explore any expected variation in predicting software engineering project failure due to the teamwork distribution, the SETAP dataset has been exploited. The proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 1. First, pre-processing activities were conducted. Second, Machine learning techniques, particularly decision trees, were applied to the pre-processed data. Third, prediction results were categorized according to the teamwork distribution.

3.1 Dataset description

This work exploits the original data set deployed by Petkovic [5,24]. It is composed of both product and process characteristics collected through the SETAP project during the fall semester of 2012 to the fall semester of 2015 for 74 distinct teams. Students’ activities and behaviors are collected and evaluated according to a predefined rubric with five different milestones during the semester. Those milestones correspond to the key phases in the system development life cycle (SDLC). Further, student activities are aligned to teamwork features, as explained in [24]. Teamwork features are reproduced for eleven distinct time intervals such that instance, the first five-time intervals correspond with each of the five predefined milestones. The remaining time intervals correspond to teamwork behaviors alongside different aggre-
gation of the first five-time intervals. The purpose of such aggregation is to record the dynamics of teamwork behavior during the project development life cycle. A detailed description of the data set is provided by [5].
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**Fig. 1.** System architecture

In order to gain the full advantage of the SETAP data, some pre-processing have been incurred. Table 1 compares the characteristics of the original data available at the UCI repository [48] and the pre-processed version. First, some features listed in the product files have been removed. Those features are descriptive, have nothing to do with teamwork characteristics. Those features are year, semester, timeInterval, teamNumber, and semesterId. Second, teamDistribution and teamLeadGender features in the software files have been transformed into binary numerical format instead of nominal ones similar to the product files. For timeDistribution feature, zero value expresses local teamwork. One-value expresses global teamwork. For teamLeadGender characteristic, zero-value used to express teamwork lead by male participants. One-value used to express teamwork lead by female participants. Third, missing data has been pre-processed. Some teams missed to submit certain deliverables at specific time stamps.

**Table 1.** Dataset pre-processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Original dataset [5]</th>
<th>Pre-processed dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time intervals</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of features</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing data</td>
<td>T1, T4</td>
<td>T1, T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal features</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Prediction models

Decision tree classifier is used to build classification models to predict software engineering project failure [49]. 10-folds cross-validation method was the evaluation method [50]. Weka data mining toolbox maintained in all experiments [51].

3.3 Data imbalance

A potential shortcoming accompany academic data is the suffer from imbalanced data, which means that data may be distributed unevenly according to the target variable. In the case of predicting software engineering project failure, usually, the majority class consists of the successfully passed projects. Failed projects form the minority class. Section 4.3.4 investigates the opportunities to improve the early prediction of software engineering project's failure by handling the issue of imbalanced data. The synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) is employed as the re-sampling approach [52].

4 Experiments and Results

Experiment setups and evaluation metrics are presented first. Subsequently, experiments and corresponding results are presented. First, modeling of software engineering projects for distinct teamwork distribution is considered. Second, early prediction of software engineering project failure is emphasized. Third, a better understanding of teamwork dynamics is sought. Forth a better early prediction of software engineering project failure is explored by handling the issue of imbalanced data. Further, threats to validity are presented.

4.1 Experimental setup

In order to investigate prediction results for software engineering project failure concerning teamwork distribution, the dataset was divided into two categories according to the teamwork distribution characteristic. Additionally, the aggregate set of all projects regardless of teamwork distribution characteristic was maintained to serve as a baseline reference. Table 2 shows configurations of the three distributions of the dataset against the process and product perspectives. The local category limited to projects performed by local teamwork members who are colleges at the same academic institution. The global category is limited to projects performed by distributed teamwork members who are not studying at the same academic institute. The overall category includes both local and global teamwork distributions. Local and global categories are mutually exclusive.
Table 2. Distributions of dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passed (A)</td>
<td>Failed (F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prediction models were built for each category of teamwork distribution separately. Prediction results were investigated at particular time intervals to facilitate the failure prediction of software engineering project development as early as possible. Second and sixth-time intervals were considered to predict project failure in terms of process perspective. Third and seventh-time intervals were considered to predict project failure in terms of product perspective. In all experiments, J48, Weka’s decision tree implementation, is maintained to train and test prediction models. Only J48’s MinNumObj parameter was tuned while other parameters kept unchanged. For each time interval, thirty distinct models have been constructed with different values of MinNumObj, ranging from 1 to 30. Only models attaining the best results are reported below.

4.2 Evaluation metrics

Accuracy is the most preferred statistical metric to evaluate prediction models. It is calculated as the ratio of correctly predicted instances to the overall considered set of test cases. In software engineering teamwork project prediction modeling, Accuracy refers to the amount of correctly predicted projects, both passed (i.e., A-labeled) and failed projects (i.e., F-labeled) compared to the overall considered projects. Binary-class prediction models, commonly known as classification models, are better elaborated using the confusion matrix, a visual representation of classification results [53]. The key benefit of this representation is to differentiate errors in prediction according to the type of misclassification error. Usually, in binary classification models, one class is treated as a positive class, while the other is considered negative. Consequently, the confusion matrix differentiates two types of errors. False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). While the former refers to negative instances that are wrongly classified as positive. The latter refers to positive instances that are wrongly classified as negative. Table 3 illustrates the organization of the classification results in the Confusion Matrix.

Table 3. Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual evaluation of SETP</th>
<th>Predicted evaluation of SETP</th>
<th>Passed (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failed (F)</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed (P)</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In alignment with predicting failed software engineering project, the set of failed Software Engineering Teamwork Projects (SETP), i.e., F-labeled, is considered the
positive class. While, the set of passed SETP, i.e., A-labeled, is considered as the negative class. Consequently, FP refers to successfully passed projects that are wrongly classified as failed ones. Similarly, FN refers to failed projects that are wrongly classified as passed ones. Interestingly, Accuracy is better described in terms of quantities given by the confusion matrix, as shown in Eq. 1. Furthermore, several performance metrics are derived from those quantities. Substantially, Precision, Recall, alternatively Sensitivity, and F-measure metrics are the most commonly used evaluation metrics for classification models [53]. These metrics are described in Eq. 2, Eq. 3, and Eq. 4, respectively.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \times 100\%
\]

(1)

\[
\text{Precision Rate} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

(2)

\[
\text{Recall Rate} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

(3)

\[
\text{F - Measure Rate} = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

(4)

Precision metric captures degradation in predicting positive class due to FP error, i.e., misclassifying a passed project as a failed one. Recall metric captures degradation in predicting positive class due to FN error, i.e., misclassifying a failed project as a passed one. F-measure generally represents the harmonic mean of both Precision and Recall metrics. Therefore, it is maintained to measure the overall performance of prediction models. Whereas, recall metric is maintained to evaluate completeness of prediction models in terms of predicting failed SETP.

4.3 Experiment results

The result of software engineering project failure prediction are presented here from two perspectives. First, process perspective, second, product perspective. Earlier perspective emphasizes teamwork behaviors leveraging specially prepared e-learning environment, namely SETAP. The latter perspective concerned with the quality of the submitted deliverable. Due to concern with early prediction of project failure, reported results with respect to the process perspective are limited to the second and sixth-time intervals. These two intervals are assumed to be adequate to capture the degree of collaboration and commitment among team members. Teamwork members are assumed to prepare detailed requirements and specifications by the end of these two-time intervals. With respect to the product perspective, reported results are limited to the third and seventh-time intervals. Prior to these time intervals, teamwork delivera-
bles are a kind of documentation and design blueprints. The first software deliverable appears at the third-time interval.

**Software engineering project development modeling:** Considering process characteristics, prediction models from the perspective of the software engineering project development process were built and tested. Tables 4 and 5 show the prediction rates among the local, global, and overall teamwork distributions for the second-time interval, ProcessT2, and sixth-time interval, ProcessT6, respectively. Results are reported in terms of the confusion matrix and the accuracy rate. Based on the second-time interval, ProcessT2, results, prediction models of local and overall teamwork distribution perform better in predicting successfully passed projects compared to failed ones with 83.7% and 79.6% prediction rates, respectively. On the contrary, global teamwork distribution performs better in predicting failed projects compared to the successfully passed ones with a 78.0% prediction rate. The local teamwork distribution outperforms global teamwork distribution in modeling software engineering project development in terms of Accuracy with a 77.9% accuracy rate.

In light of the sixth-time interval, ProcessT6, results, both local and overall teamwork distributions performed well in predicting successfully passed projects compared to the failed projects with 83.7% and 75.5% prediction rates respectively. Similar to the second-time interval, ProcessT2, results, global teamwork distribution was the worst in modeling successfully completed projects with a 16.6% prediction rate. In general, the prediction model of local teamwork distribution was the best in predicting software engineering project development in terms of Accuracy with a 79.6% accuracy rate. Interestingly, this result is quite better than the result obtained by considering the second-time interval, ProcessT2. Whereas, global teamwork distribution results in terms of Accuracy degraded quite significantly when considering the sixth-time interval, ProcessT6, with more than 13 absolute percentage points decrease.

**Table 4.** Results of Software Engineering Project Modeling: Process Perspective, second-time interval (ProcessT2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Results of Software Engineering Project Modeling: Process Perspective, sixth-time interval (ProcessT6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering product characteristics, prediction models from the perspective of software engineering project final product, i.e., deliverable at each considered time
interval, were built and tested. Tables 6 and 7 show the prediction rates among the local, global, and overall teamwork distributions for the third-time interval, ProductT3, and seventh-time intervals, ProductT7, respectively. Results are reported in terms of the confusion matrix and the accuracy rate. Based on the results of the third-time interval, ProductT3, the prediction of global teamwork distribution performed better in predicting successfully passed projects compared to the failed ones with a 62.5% prediction rate. Prediction models of local and overall teamwork distributions were better in predicting failed projects compared to the successfully passed ones with 68.0% and 65.6% prediction rates, respectively. The local teamwork distribution outperformed global teamwork distribution in modeling software engineering projects in terms of accuracy with a 62.7% accuracy rate.

In light of the seventh-time interval, ProductT7, results, all three teamwork distributions performed better in predicting failed projects compared to the successfully passed projects with 72%, 71.4%, and 71.87% prediction rates for local, global, and overall distributions respectively. The local teamwork distribution performed better in predicting successfully passed projects with more than 20.0 absolute percentage points. In general, the prediction model of local teamwork distribution was the best in predicting software engineering project development in terms of accuracy with a 71.1% accuracy rate. Interestingly, this result is significantly better than the result obtained by considering the third-time interval, ProductT3, with improvement exceeds 8.0 absolute percentage points. Global teamwork distribution retained the same accuracy rate among both third and seventh-time intervals, ProductT3 and productT7, which was 60.0%.

**Table 6.** Results of Software Engineering Project Modeling: Product perspective, third-time interval (ProductT3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>62.7%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.** Results of Software Engineering Project Modeling: Product perspective, seventh-time interval (ProductT7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Software engineering project failure prediction:** To evaluate prediction models in terms of predicting software engineering project failure, attained results in terms of recall metric are reported here. Figure 2 compares the results of prediction models in terms of recall rate from both process and product perspectives. Considering process perspective, prediction models of global teamwork distribution outperformed predi-
tion models of local teamwork distribution for both second and sixth-time intervals, ProcessT2 and ProcessT6, respectively. From a product perspective, while prediction models of local teamwork distribution outperformed the prediction model of global teamwork distribution significantly for the third-time interval, ProductT3. Both distributions attain quite similar rates of recall metric for the seventh-time interval, ProductT7.

![Process Model](image)

**Software engineering project teamwork dynamics analysis:** Teamwork dynamics is a crucial aspect of software engineering teams. Since software engineering projects span for a fairly long period, at least one academic semester for academic projects. Monitoring teamwork dynamics through the life cycle of software engineering project development is a good indicator of teamwork members collaboration and harmony. Teamwork dynamics are highly relevant to the process perspective of software engineering development. Consequently, process prediction models of the sixth-time interval, ProcessT6, are compared to process prediction models of the second-time interval, ProcessT2. While the second-time interval, ProcessT2, statistics are limited to the teamwork behaviors during the project's second milestone. The sixth-time interval, ProcessT6, records accumulate teamwork behaviors alongside the project's first and second milestone time spans.
Figure 3 Compares aggregate and individual time intervals performance in modeling software engineering projects against process characteristics in terms of F-Measure metric. Interestingly, results exhibit adverse behaviors of local teamwork distribution and global one. While local teamwork distribution attained a higher F-Measure rate at ProcessT6, Global teamwork distribution made a higher F-Measure rate at ProcessT2. Former results indicate a better teamwork communication at the early stage of project development by local teamwork members. Latter results indicate energized teamwork dynamics at the latter stages of project development by global teamwork members. This improvement among global teamwork distribution is intuitive due to communication and cultural barriers at the early stages of software development.
Fig. 3. Software engineering project teamwork dynamics considering process perspective second and sixth-time intervals (ProcessT2 vs. ProcessT6)

Imbalanced dataset: Considering the maintained distributions of software engineering projects, i.e., Table 2. The only distribution that exhibits data imbalance is the local distribution from a process perspective. Such that the failed project represents the minority set with 0.27% of the whole distribution. This class was augmented by 27 synthetically made instances to match the number of the successfully passed projects. Both second and sixth-time interval data exhibit significant improvements after re-sampling. The sixth-time interval, i.e., ProcessT6, gained the best performance. Figure 4 compares the prediction rates of failed software engineering projects before and after employing SMOTE re-sampling to ProcessT6 local distribution. Results are compared in terms of both recall rate and F-measure rate metrics.

Threats to validity: The key issue that makes the experimental results of this research questionable is the shortage of real-world data. The major concern raised by this issue is the opportunity to generalize obtained results using a relatively short data set. i.e., while the complete data set deals with 74 distinct teamwork, global distribution restricted to 15 distinct teamwork only. New trends in collaborative education, e.g., joint-campuses, and joint programs, are expected to tackle this issue in the next few years. COVID-19 pandemic caused an unprecedented shift toward the e-learning system among both educators and learners. E-learning and MOOCs platforms witnessed a massive surge in activities and behaviors. A considerable amount of real-world data is expected to be made available by the end of the 2019-2020 academic
year, which will inevitably include software engineering resources, as IT students are the first to employ e-learning technologies and practices.
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**Fig. 4.** Comparison between locally developed software engineering projects before and after instance re-sampling using SMOTE approach [52] considering process sixth-time interval (ProcessT6)

## 5 Discussion and Implications

This section discusses the results attained in Section 4. First, a relative improvement is noticed in the results attained by lateral and aggregate time intervals compared to the earlier and singleton time intervals. Such improvement is reasonable since these intervals convey a better understanding of teamwork behaviors. Further, aggregate time intervals, i.e., sixth to eleventh intervals, have an extra advantage, which is the ability to predict the dynamics of student behaviors among different time intervals. As extra and successive time intervals considered, results are expected to improve. However, as the essential purpose of this work is the early prediction of software engineering project failure, experiments are restricted to the early stages of the development. From processing characteristics perspective, analysis restricted to the first two-time intervals (ProcessT1 and ProcessT2) and their aggregation, i.e., the sixth-time interval (ProcessT6). However, from the product perspective, the third-time interval (ProductT3) was considered too. Subsequently, the aggregation of the first three-time intervals, i.e., the seventh-time interval (ProductT7), was investigated.
While the first two-time intervals cover requirement analysis restrictively, the first product implementation is delivered at the third-time interval.

Imbalance between successfully passed and failed projects is expected to generate overfitting models, i.e., a significant bias in prediction results towards the prediction of the successfully passed projects at the expense of losing prediction of failed software engineering projects. Techniques of instances re-sampling successfully mitigating this issue.

Inconsistent project grading between process perspective and product perspective may cause some wondering. However, it is a very common case in software engineering. Usually, students tend to do better in the theoretical part, i.e., process perspective, compared to the technical solution, i.e., product perspective. Instructors tend to form teamwork to guarantee equal progress in both perspectives. Nevertheless, teamwork may exhibit superior performance in one perspective compared to the other. It depends on the knowledge levels and practical competencies of teamwork members.

Findings obtained by this research are assumed to improve the measurement of learner's competency levels. While this study studies student's remote behavior based on prediction models, quite recent studies investigate the possibility to measure levels of learner attention utilizing an engineering-based brain computer interface [34-36]. Combining both approaches is presumably promising to achieve better learner's knowledge and competency levels measurement.

6 Conclusion

In the last years, learning and education systems have primarily stressed the importance of employing proper e-learning systems for better educational process management and monitoring. This paper investigates the importance of treating software engineering projects differently depending on the teamwork distribution. Two particular arrangements of teamwork distributions are considered. Those are local and global teamwork. The former is limited to teamwork participants who are affiliated to the same academic institution. The latter refers to the teamwork, whose participants are affiliated to different academic institutions. Attained experiment results support the stated proposal from three different perspectives. First, teamwork project modeling. A noticeable difference in predicting final project evaluation observed between locally, and globally developed software engineering projects approaches 11 and 26 absolute percentage points in terms of accuracy from process and product perspectives, respectively. Second, early prediction of teamwork project failure. While globally developed projects outperform locally developed ones from a process perspective, locally developed projects outperform globally developed ones from a product perspective. Third, monitoring of teamwork dynamics. Interestingly, globally developed projects exhibit a significant improvement in teamwork dynamics in the latter project phases compared to the locally developed projects.
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